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© Copyright 2008.
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Baraltja is the residence of Burrut’tji the lightning serpent. It is an area of flood plains that drain

into northern Blue Mud Bay. It is on country belonging to the Madarrpa and denotes an area of

special qualities pertaining to fertility and the mixing of waters. From Madarrpa (and Dhalwa\u

clan) land freshwater spreads onto the Baraltja flood plains with the onset of the Wet. A tidal

creek into the Bay flows with the freshwater flushing the brackish mix into the sea.

This flushing of freshwater excites Burrut’tji to stand on its tail spitting lightning in the directions

from where the weather comes from. This is marked by the Wa\upini or thunderheads seen

flicking lightning on the horizon in the deep water named Mu\urru and represented by the

miny’tji (clan design) top and bottom of this work connecting where Madarrpa ancestors of the

Dhiliyalyal tribe who lived at Boway

|ipa\wuy further down the coast. This Ancestral kinship tie is linked over sea country as well

as the land and a cycle of events that also connect by lightning wind and rain has it so.

This is a painting primarily of the waters of Baraltja after they have left the floodplains, past a

sacred manifestation of the serpent, through the shore line and over a sand bar (Burrut’tji).

This barrier against which the mangrove leaves (motu) have banked up is represented by the

miny’tji (clan design) in the middle of the painting. 
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© Copyright 2008.
This work and documentation is the copyright of the artist and may not be reproduced in any form
without the written permission of the artist and clan concerned.

Baraltja is the residence of Burrut’tji the lightning serpent. It is an area of flood plains that drain

into northern Blue Mud Bay. It is on country belonging to the Madarrpa and denotes an area of

special qualities pertaining to fertility and the mixing of waters. From Madarrpa (and Dhalwa\u

clan) land freshwater spreads onto the Baraltja flood plains with the onset of the Wet. A tidal

creek into the Bay flows with the freshwater flushing the brackish mix into the sea.

This flushing of freshwater excites Burrut’tji to stand on its tail spitting lightning in the directions

from where the weather comes from. This is marked by the Wa\upini or thunderheads seen

flicking lightning on the horizon in the deep water named Mu\urru and represented by the

miny’tji (clan design) top and bottom of this work connecting where Madarrpa ancestors of the

Dhiliyalyal tribe who lived at Boway

|ipa\wuy further down the coast. This Ancestral kinship tie is linked over sea country as well

as the land and a cycle of events that also connect by lightning wind and rain has it so.

This is a painting primarily of the waters of Baraltja after they have left the floodplains, past a

sacred manifestation of the serpent, through the shore line and over a sand bar (Burrut’tji).

This barrier against which the mangrove leaves (motu) have banked up is represented by the

miny’tji (clan design) in the middle of the painting.
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Baraltja is plains country behind the shores of Blue Mud Bay, close to the Dha`wa\u coastal area of

Garraparra. The Ma[arrpa clan claim ownership to this country but the Ancestral activity that took

(takes) place there is sanctified ritually by both the Ma[arrpa and the Dha`wa\u, by similar but different

sacred song cycles and dance. 

Fresh waters (diamond design) from the sacred waterhole of Gulutji at Gå]ga] where ancestral totems

for the Dhalwa\u - Minhala the long neck turtle and {akawa the freshwater crayfish- live, flow down

the Gå]ga] river into the floodplains of Baraltja. Baraltja is also affected by contamination of saltwater

from tidal surge. This water from the expanse of Blue Mud Bay is represented by the long elliptical

shapes that are ‘calmed’ as it surges inland with the tide to the floodplains, home of Mundukul the

lightning snake. From the onset of the wet season the freshwaters run onto these same floodplains.

The Serpent tastes the new seasons waters with its forked tongue to stand on its tail to spit lightning

into the skies, back towards where these sacred waters come from. This action is a metaphor for

explaining connections to land and sea country with associate clan groups. Water from country,

through country to another, mixing, Mundukul heralds the beginnings of the impending ‘Wet ‘ spitting

lightning into the sky he communicates with the |u\urrdulpuy\u and his contemporaries from other

associated clans.

Also towards the south towards another Madarrpa area called Guminiyawiny, Numbulwar way,

producing storm fronts and boomerang shaped jet streams with its message. These events are sung

with the aid of Napunda the boomerang shaped click sticks which have the same shapes of the jet-

streams that feather the storms front. Songs associated with Baraltja are normally intoned at the

completion of men's ceremony for the Madarrpa and associate clans.

After provoking the lightning the waters migrate to a state of oceanic saltwater at the horizon where

Wangupini, the feminine Wet Season thunderhead takes up that water into a state of fertility to rain

back over the hinterland in a cyclical rebirth. Thus the water traces the spiritual kinship connections of

the artist’s identity, and leaves a metaphor for the cycle of life. This is shown by teh zig zag design.
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© Copyright 2008.
This work and documentation is the copyright of the artist and may not be reproduced in any form
without the written permission of the artist and clan concerned.

Baraltja is plains country behind the shores of Blue Mud Bay, close to the Dha`wa\u coastal area of

Garraparra. The Ma[arrpa clan claim ownership to this country but the Ancestral activity that took

(takes) place there is sanctified ritually by both the Ma[arrpa and the Dha`wa\u, by similar but different

sacred song cycles and dance.

Fresh waters (diamond design) from the sacred waterhole of Gulutji at Gå]ga] where ancestral totems

for the Dhalwa\u - Minhala the long neck turtle and {akawa the freshwater crayfish- live, flow down

the Gå]ga] river into the floodplains of Baraltja. Baraltja is also affected by contamination of saltwater

from tidal surge. This water from the expanse of Blue Mud Bay is represented by the long elliptical

shapes that are ‘calmed’ as it surges inland with the tide to the floodplains, home of Mundukul the

lightning snake. From the onset of the wet season the freshwaters run onto these same floodplains.

The Serpent tastes the new seasons waters with its forked tongue to stand on its tail to spit lightning

into the skies, back towards where these sacred waters come from. This action is a metaphor for

explaining connections to land and sea country with associate clan groups. Water from country,

through country to another, mixing, Mundukul heralds the beginnings of the impending ‘Wet ‘ spitting

lightning into the sky he communicates with the |u\urrdulpuy\u and his contemporaries from other

associated clans.

Also towards the south towards another Madarrpa area called Guminiyawiny, Numbulwar way,

producing storm fronts and boomerang shaped jet streams with its message. These events are sung

with the aid of Napunda the boomerang shaped click sticks which have the same shapes of the jet-

streams that feather the storms front. Songs associated with Baraltja are normally intoned at the

completion of men's ceremony for the Madarrpa and associate clans.

After provoking the lightning the waters migrate to a state of oceanic saltwater at the horizon where

Wangupini, the feminine Wet Season thunderhead takes up that water into a state of fertility to rain

back over the hinterland in a cyclical rebirth. Thus the water traces the spiritual kinship connections of

the artist’s identity, and leaves a metaphor for the cycle of life. This is shown by teh zig zag design.
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This painting is associated with the ancestral events relating to the death of the ancestral whale called

Mirinyu\u on the beaches of his clans saltwater estate of Yarrinya within Blue Mud Bay.

In ancestral times, wangarr, an ancestral whale called Mirinyu\u was living in the ocean at Yarrinya

which belongs to the Munyuku clan. The whale, being Munyuku, was in its own country. Spirit men

called Wurramala or Matjitji were also of the Munyuku clan. They lived and hunted in this country.

According to Yol\u kinship classifications, the whale can be thought of as the ‘brother’ of these men.

They killed their brother the whale, Mirinyu\u which eventually washed up onto the beach that was to

become contaminated with blood and fat turning putrid. This is how the Wurramala found the whale on

the beach. They used stone knives, Garapana . The tail severed from its body the men then cut the

body of the whale into long strips. In discust they then threw the knives out to sea.

Depicted is the sea made sacred with the essence of Mirinyu\u. The directions of the bands of miny’tji

(sacred clan design) relate to the the sacred saltwater of Yarrinya, the chop on the surface and the

ancestral powers emanating from it. 

The grid pattern relates to the artists mother clan the Djapu and their fishtrap at Wandawuy
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© Copyright 2008.
This work and documentation is the copyright of the artist and may not be reproduced in any form
without the written permission of the artist and clan concerned.

This painting is associated with the ancestral events relating to the death of the ancestral whale called

Mirinyu\u on the beaches of his clans saltwater estate of Yarrinya within Blue Mud Bay.

In ancestral times, wangarr, an ancestral whale called Mirinyu\u was living in the ocean at Yarrinya

which belongs to the Munyuku clan. The whale, being Munyuku, was in its own country. Spirit men

called Wurramala or Matjitji were also of the Munyuku clan. They lived and hunted in this country.

According to Yol\u kinship classifications, the whale can be thought of as the ‘brother’ of these men.

They killed their brother the whale, Mirinyu\u which eventually washed up onto the beach that was to

become contaminated with blood and fat turning putrid. This is how the Wurramala found the whale on

the beach. They used stone knives, Garapana . The tail severed from its body the men then cut the

body of the whale into long strips. In discust they then threw the knives out to sea.

Depicted is the sea made sacred with the essence of Mirinyu\u. The directions of the bands of miny’tji

(sacred clan design) relate to the the sacred saltwater of Yarrinya, the chop on the surface and the

ancestral powers emanating from it.

The grid pattern relates to the artists mother clan the Djapu and their fishtrap at Wandawuy
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Minhala is the long neck turtle that inhabits the fresh water ways of north east Arnhem Land. Minhala is

of high totemic significance for the Dhalwa\u clan group that occupies the homelands of Gängan and

Gurrumuru. These homelands share the same spirituality of major freshwater systems as shown by the

design underlying. This sacred design is said to have emanated from the patterns left by water

streaming from the body of the ancestral creator being Barrama as he left the special water hole at

Gängan. It was he who gave the Dhalwa\u this design and everything else associated with this clan

before Barrama went on his epic creative path. In some circles, Minhala is seen as a manifestation of

Barrama himself.

Dhakawa, the freshwater crayfish has a role ion the songs protecting the entrance to the font of sacred

freshwater within the Gangan river with its powerful tail. Baypinga the Saratoga is cooked in a ground

oven akin to mortuary site.
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It was in the wangarr, ancestral times, when the Guwak men, Munuminya and Yikawa\a, sitting under
the shade of the sacred Marawili tree, instructed the ancestral koel cuckoo Guwak to lead the
Ma\galili people to this new place they had established for them at Djarrakpi. Having seen the
people settled in their new homeland they announced to the Ma\galili their farewell, that they, the
Guwak men were to travel out to sea, to a place in the sky and that they would become stars which
would shine out of the night sky. 

So a canoe and paddles were made and their journey began by paddling down the Mil\iya River
which flows into the Blue Mud Bay near Djarrakpi. In the bay, at a place of significance, strong winds
developed and with the ancestral turtle swimming ashore to Djarrakpi to lay its eggs caused a wake
to capsized the canoe - the men drowned.

Near this place is the site of Yi\alpiya, the freshwater crocodile’s nesting place. This same place is
the spirit source for Ma\galili people. The Guwak Men, it was said, had attempts made on them to
be rescued. A special log Milkamirri or Bandumul, containing mangrove worms offered itself as
assistance. |oykal the ancestral kingfish is also manifest in this form. Even the rock cod they had
caught for their journey offered assistance, as did Dhäla the sea creature. 
It was to no avail however as the men had destined themselves as offerings, to the night sky where
they and subsequent Ma\galili souls are seen today in the Milky Way. These Ma\galili souls attain
their celestial position by means of possum fur string Burrkun that connects Djarrakpi at the site of
the Marawili tree to night sky. Mili\iyawuy or Mil\iya as the Milky Way is the astral correlate of this
nesting place for the ancestral crocodiles Yi\alpiya.

This bark shows Marr\u the Possum (who along with the Cicada carried messages to and fro the

guwak in their lofty perch atop the Marawili Tree) adorned with the the design for the saltwater

adjacent to Djarrakpi.
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© Copyright 2008.
This work and documentation is the copyright of the artist and may not be reproduced in any form
without the written permission of the artist and clan concerned.

It was in the wangarr, ancestral times, when the Guwak men, Munuminya and Yikawa\a, sitting under
the shade of the sacred Marawili tree, instructed the ancestral koel cuckoo Guwak to lead the
Ma\galili people to this new place they had established for them at Djarrakpi. Having seen the
people settled in their new homeland they announced to the Ma\galili their farewell, that they, the
Guwak men were to travel out to sea, to a place in the sky and that they would become stars which
would shine out of the night sky.

So a canoe and paddles were made and their journey began by paddling down the Mil\iya River
which flows into the Blue Mud Bay near Djarrakpi. In the bay, at a place of significance, strong winds
developed and with the ancestral turtle swimming ashore to Djarrakpi to lay its eggs caused a wake
to capsized the canoe - the men drowned.

Near this place is the site of Yi\alpiya, the freshwater crocodile’s nesting place. This same place is
the spirit source for Ma\galili people. The Guwak Men, it was said, had attempts made on them to
be rescued. A special log Milkamirri or Bandumul, containing mangrove worms offered itself as
assistance. |oykal the ancestral kingfish is also manifest in this form. Even the rock cod they had
caught for their journey offered assistance, as did Dh äla the sea creature. 
It was to no avail however as the men had destined themselves as offerings, to the night sky where
they and subsequent Ma\galili souls are seen today in the Milky Way. These Ma\galili souls attain
their celestial position by means of possum fur string Burrkun that connects Djarrakpi at the site of
the Marawili tree to night sky. Mili\iyawuy or Mil\iya as the Milky Way is the astral correlate of this
nesting place for the ancestral crocodiles Yi\alpiya.

This bark shows Marr\u the Possum (who along with the Cicada carried messages to and fro the

guwak in their lofty perch atop the Marawili Tree) adorned with the the design for the saltwater

adjacent to Djarrakpi.
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Minhala is the long neck turtle that inhabits the fresh water ways of north east Arnhem Land. Minhala is

of high totemic significance for the Dhalwa\u clan group that occupies the homelands of Gängan and

Gurrumuru. These homelands share the same spirituality of major freshwater systems as shown by the

design underlying. This sacred design is said to have emanated from the patterns left by water

streaming from the body of the ancestral creator being Barrama as he left the special water hole at

Gängan. It was he who gave the Dhalwa\u this design and everything else associated with this clan

before Barrama went on his epic creative path. In some circles, Minhala is seen as a manifestation of

Barrama himself.
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The area of sea country belonging to the Djarrwark clan is known as Wukili. It is between Baraltja and

Garrapara on Blue Mud Bay.

During the time of the first morning, the Dhuwa Wa\arr, or creator ancestors, the Dja\’kawu paddled

their canoe Malili (paddles Matiny) into this country. They saw catfish Balwaltja and ‘sheridan’s

threadfin’ Malmu\a and sang them as Dhuwa totems associated with the special qualities of the

saltwater country of Wukili.

The miny’tji (sacred clan design) represents the Djarrwark saltwater itself. The Dhuwa saltwater

country is marked by the straight and parallel ribbons of miny’tji of the Djarrwark. It is read to be water

affected by the Ancestral presence of the Dja\’kawu Creators, the forebears of all Dhuwa people who

laid down the law in the ancient past, including all the songs, dances, designs and deeds to land and

water.
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